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The first year I went to the
Henderson County Master
Gardener plant sale, I purchased,
among other things, a sedum
‘Angelina’, which I planted
underneath a golden barberry.
The combination is stunning. The
sedum has grown and filled in
that area, and I have even been
able to divide this sedum to add
to other areas of my garden. It is
one of my favorite plant
purchases of all time.

Last year, I purchased several
bulbs that Jean Brewton brought
to the sale, in addition to some
other plants contributed from
various Master Gardeners, one of
which was an Aucuba japonica
‘Variegata’ (gold dust plant)
donated by Patsy Miller. I had
long been looking for this

particular winter
interest plant, and
was excited to see it for sale.

I gave the Aucuba a prominent
position in my garden, where I
can see it from a window in winter
without having to venture outside.
It is nestled among several hosta.
In the winter, the Aucuba brightly
shines above the bare soil that
remains after the hosta retreat
into dormancy.

What did I take to the plant sale
last year? I donated vegetable
plants of several unusual
heirloom varieties. Not having a
greenhouse, I would transfer the
plants outside every day, and
bring them in at night or during
severe weather.
(con't p. 4 )
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Dream Garden News
by Dave Seymour (2015 Master Gardener Intern)
The Dream Garden continues to produce wondrous
and spellbindingly beautiful plants. As everyone
knows, love and care is what plants also need to
thrive. It is anticipated that come spring, the
garden will again reward us all for the love and
labor given forth.

Right now the daffodils
are in color and the
poppies are coming up
but not yet in bloom. We
await their arrival.
Thanks to Linda Benton
and Margaret Dansby,
there is a new bed containing Banana Bush, Purple
Mexican petunias, camellias, pink indigo and winter
honeysuckle. All have been mulched covered and
encircled with a white picket fence. The staff has
been working by preparing and refurbishing beds,

cutting back the roses
and placing new color in
the garden. Marie
Hancock, Linda and
Margaret have done a
super job with the help of
a few others.

As mentioned in at the last monthly meeting
(January) the Savannah Hollies are loaded with red
berries. Spectacular color.

The team has cleaned up and has gotten the
compost bins to function at full capacity. The labor
spent there is now supplying nutrients to the

garden. Bob Ericson stopped
by and offered some advice.

The arboretum allowed the team to
use an industrial grade shredder. With a little help
we were able to get it running (Thanks Bill). Bill
Hancock, Bill Walter
and David Seymour
are filling up tubs of
good compost from
the bins for further
use.

Another dream was
realized. Martha Rainwater and Sara Drummond
(2015 interns) have begun the start of a new Herb
Garden next to the vegetables. They cleaned and
prepared the soil to receive new plants, which will
be donated soon, along with a bench to sit and
view. This will add a new element to what’s growing

in the Garden.
Everyone come out and
take a look. The Dream
Garden continues to
reward us all and show
us beauty through the
efforts of all those
Henderson County
Master Gardeners that
help it be so.

It is such a joy to be a part of it all.
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Texas Native Blue Bonnets
By LaTrecia Jeffcott

“Bluebonnets make the state
the most beautiful land that
we know.” claimed West Lee
“Pappy” O'Daniel, Texas'
singing governor 1938-39.

March 1901 the Texas
Legislature's agenda
included selecting a state
flower. Considered were
the cotton boll (cash crop
of the era), and the
Cactus. Uvalde's
legislator so passionately
praised its orchid-like

blooms, he became forever after “Cactus Jack". He was
John Nance Garner IV, who became FDR's VP. The
winner, Texas' Lupine, was put forth by the National
Society of Colonial Dames of America in Texas.
Officially Lupinus subcarnosus AKA buffalo clover,
became Texas State Flower March 7, 1901. Additional
Lupinus were later identified around the state, and
incorporated into State Floral status. Lupinus texensis,
the Texas bluebonnet! Is the favorite of tourists and
artists. Photos of its blue spring carpet in Central Texas
abound. This bluebonnet's flowering stalk is tipped with
white. It is the easiest of all the species to grow. It has
been found in the wild in other colors: white, pink and
maroon. Rumor has it, there's a group of Texans
developing a maroon bluebonnet. Aggies come to mind!
Lupinus Havardii, AKA Big Bend Bluebonnet, is the
most majestic of the Texas bluebonnet tribe with
flowering spikes up to three feet. Difficult to cultivate
outside its natural habitat. Lupinus concinnus AKA the
annual lupine, a little lupine only 2 – 7 inches, blooms
with elements of white, rosy purple and lavender. It is
found sparingly in the Trans-Pecos region. Lupinus
plattensis AKA dune bluebonnet, plains bluebonnet, and
Nebraska Lupine. Supposedly, it migrated down from
the north into the sandy dunes of Texas' Panhandle. It is
the only perennial species in the state, growing to a lofty
2 feet. I wonder, do the states between Nebraska and
Texas have our bluebonnets?

The Dirt Doctor subscribes to Mother Nature's method
when it comes to bluebonnets and other wildflowers.

Think about it! In naturalized fields of bluebonnets, seed
pods follow blooms, become dry and “pop” spreading
seeds onto ever widening areas. With rain, wind and
time, seeds become covered by soil and defoliation of
neighboring vegetation. When heat required for
germination follows, voila' bluebonnets – sometimes!
Natural bluebonnet seeds wear a coat that prevents
water uptake inhibiting growth. Over time the coat is
weathered away. Designed in this way, the bluebonnet
species is preserved during periods of unfavorable
conditions such as prolonged drought. Throughout the
winter the rosettes set roots preparing for spring's
profuse blooming. Scarified seeds are chemically
treated removing nature's coat, thereby allowing quick
germination. Nurseries offer seedling plants each spring
around blooming time. Blue Moon expects to receive
theirs in April. If you choose transplants, careful not to
cover the central crown from which the main stalk rises,
otherwise the plant will rot. Two-three weeks in the
ground, the plant is drought tolerant, one of Texas'
toughest natives. Bluebonnets will thrive in most soils in
a sunny location with good drainage. Once established,
most bluebonnet failure is death by drowning.

BLUEBONNET CULTURE AT A GLANCE

• Plant in full sun, in well drained soil
• Barely cover seeds with soil
• Water seeds only on the day of planting
and transplants only when the top one inch of
soil dries
• No fertilizer required. Legume roots
grow nitrogen-fixing bacterium, making the
decomposing plants
excellent compost
material.
• Deer do not
eat bluebonnets.
Horses will; the
plant is poisonous
to horses.
• Don't over
water!
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With the warm winter weather, and the
schedule that they keep at Athens South
Elementary, planting time is here, if we want to
harvest before summer break. The last two
weeks we have been planting potatoes.

Remember seed potatoes must be prepared
properly and then planted about 6” down in

loose soil. Sound
simple enough. Now
plan and prepare to
have enough seed
potatoes for
around 400 kids
from preschool up
to 5th grade. Oh and
don’t forget to
have a short 10

minute lesson as well, and it all starts at 8am on
Thursday mornings.

Bill and Marie Hancock have practiced this kind
of project over and over for 6 years now. They
are an impressive team. But when you are

talking about 400
kids then you will
need some help and
they arrange for
that too.

The reward they
get for this is
helping a five year old dig that hole and then
very delicately place the seed potato (skin side
up, we repeated that phrase a lot) in the hole
they had prepared and then you could almost
hear the joy in their heads. They are now one
of the gardeners. It was one of those rare
moments in life. Thank
you Bill and Marie.

The next two weeks
we will be talking
about seeds and
letting the kids plant
sunflower seeds in
pots they can take
home. All Master Gardeners are welcome to join
us in the garden any Thursday!

Children's Garden Report Card : Spring is Here! Kinda Sorta?
by Susan Stokes (&Frank Stokes)

It was some trouble, but it was also
extremely exciting to see them as
they sprouted and grew from tiny
seeds.

Like every other Henderson County
Master Gardener, I have begun
working on my contributions to this
year’s Plant Sale. I began
purchasing seed packets as early
as last summer. In addition to
starting plants from seed, I have
perused my garden numerous
times looking for plants I can
donate or divide. I have even
begun practicing the scary-to-me
but time-honored practice of

propagation.

What delights are in store at this
year’s Plant Sale? No one can say.
Every Master Gardener donates
some treasures, and it is thrilling to
see the variety of beautiful plants
from which to choose. If you have
never come to the Plant Sale, I
urge you to. Once you’ve been, I’m
certain you will
make it an
annual outing.

I wouldn’t miss
it for the world!

President's Message (con't)
by Lydia Holley
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Life Would be Very Bland
by Peter Cole (2015 Master Gardener Intern)

What would happen without honey bees, our
foremost pollinator? This question has plagued
beekeepers from small hobbyists to large
commercial operations all over the globe. Honey
bees are our main source of pollination,
which results in the creation of a seed.
Honey bees and other pollinators are a
crucial aspect of this process. Without
them, most fruits and vegetables would
not even exist. Those delicious
watermelons you enjoy on a hot
summer day would not be so delicious
anymore, because they would disappear.

Pollination is a important process that brings
us all the fruits and vegetables that have become our
everyday food. Pollination occurs when a honey bee
is gathering pollen and nectar. As the bee gathers
nectar it brushes against the anthers where the pollen
is located, and the pollen sticks to the bee, since the
bee has a minute positive charge and pollen has a
minute negative charge.1 Small hairs on the honey
bee attract pollen to the bee. Since pollen is the
honey bees’ main source of protein, starch, fat,
vitamins, and minerals, she cleans it off and puts it in
pollen baskets on her legs to take back to the hive.2
Some pollen remains though so as the bee climbs out
of the flower it passes the stigma. Some pollen wipes
off the bee and sticks to the stigma completing the
pollination cycle, resulting in the creation of a seed.3

Pollinating over one third of the world’s crops
annually, honey bees are one of the most important
pollinators in the world.4 Honey bees pollinate 100%
of United State almonds and 99% of most fruit like
apples, cranberries, cherries, plums, and pears, to
include citrus fruit like oranges, tangerines and
lemons5. Honey bees boost cotton production. It has
been said that without honey bees we would not
survive more than a meager four years because of the
lack of fruits and vegetables.6 Honey bees pollinate
over fifteen billion dollars in crops in the United
States each year so without honey bees we would
lose money.7

A whole eighty percent of european plant
species is pollinated by the honey bee.8 Honey bees

are also important in the United
Kingdom. In 2008 a study was
done estimating that honey bees
make a significant contribution to the

165 million pounds annually
generated for the UK economy. Most
flowering crops gown in the UK rely on
the honey bee. For example apples pears,
field beans, runner and dwarf beans,
raspberries, blueberries, strawberries, and
blackberries are all honey bee pollinated;
thirty nine commercial crops in total.
Even if a crop doesn’t directly benefit

from the honey bee it still benefits indirectly from
being in an environment that does benefit from the
honey bees.9

Our lifestyles as well as our meals are impacted by
the honey bee. Without honey bees there would be
less food, and many other luxuries we enjoy like
honey, would be gone. it has been said that it would
be very advantageous to have a high number of
honeybees and other bees available to pollinate the
cotton used for our clothes10 Honey bees help
pollinate the alfalfa and clover that cows eat, so a
decrease in honey bees will even affect the beef and
dairy industry.11 Despite the importance of the honey
bee their numbers are declining fast. According to
the USDA the total amount of managed bee colonies
has dropped from 5 million in the 1940 to only 2.5
million in 2015.12 Last year beekeepers lost almost
half of their hives.13 This decline if it continues can
only lead to the worst, a loss of the many fruits,
vegetables and nuts that we have come to depend
upon. (Con't p.8)

Our favorites that honey bees pollinate!
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Although grass is generally regarded as
the most desirable ground cover for the home
landscape, there are situations where it may
not be the most practical landscape covering.
In steeply sloping or heavily shaded areas of
the landscape where grass will not grow well,
other methods of covering
the soil must frequently be
selected. One of the most
satisfactory methods is the
use of ground cover plants.

Ground covers are
low-growing plants that
spread by underground or
above ground stems that
have an inherent trailing
growth habit. As these
plants grow and develop,
they produce a continuous
mat on the soil surface.
Ground cover plants may range from woody
vines to dwarf shrubs, depending on
individual needs.

Some of the more typical uses of ground
covers are to cover bare areas of ground,
prevent erosion of the soil, give variety in the
yard or garden, regulate foot traffic in the
yard or garden when used as
edging for pathways, and to
unify unrelated shrubs and
flower beds in the landscape.
In addition, ground covers are
frequently used under or
around trees where grass
grows poorly or where
exposed tree roots make
mowing a problem. Ground
cover plants eliminate the
need for mowing and conceal the exposed tree
roots.

Many possibilities for living ground

covers are now
available. For shade or
partial shade use
Vinca, Asiatic
Jasmine, monkey grass, creeping Junipers,
purple-leaf honeysuckle, Liriope, Daylilies,

Santolina, Sedum and Dwarf
Yaupon.

Proper soil preparation is
needed before ground cover
plants are planted. Dig the soil
at least six inches deep. Rake
thoroughly to remove grass
roots. Spread two to three
inches of organic material such
as peat, well-rotted manure, or
leaf mold over the ground and
spade it into the soil.

It is essential to remove
all grass and to have a weed

free planting area. Once the ground cover is
planted, it is difficult to eradicate undesirable
weeds and grass.

On rocky or uneven soil, where the
entire area cannot be worked, dig individual
holes. Dig these deep enough so that you can
back-fill partially with soil mixed with organic

material before you set the plants.
Ground cover planting will

profit from a mulch such as pine
needles or pine bark to hold the soil
in place until the planting is
established.
Ground covers can be planted
anytime during the growing season.
Fall and spring plantings give the
best results if potted or canned
plants are used. Keep the new

planting well watered until it becomes
established.

Ground Cover
Message From Rick
Rich HIrsch is the Henderson County Extension Agent.
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Everyone wants their flower
garden to be noticed. What
better way to accomplish this
than to plant salvias. These
plants are widely known as

flowering machines. Flowers
shoot from stems throughout the

months of May and can last until November. The only
attention needed to be given is cutting back dead
stems in early spring, an occasional watering, and
deadheading.

Salvia or sage is a member of the herb or mint
family. The word derived from the Latin word salvies
—healed or saved. It is a perennial from Mexico or

Brazil. The
Hummingbirds and
butterflies love and
appreciate its
beauty, but the
strong aromatic
foliage keeps
browsing animals at
bay.

A few of the gardeners
blue favorites are ‘May
Night’, ‘ New Dimension
Blue’, ‘Autumn
Bride’ (Russian sage)
and Autumn Sage
(Salvia greggi).

‘Forest Fire’ salvia,
‘Raspberry Delight’
Sage and ‘Darcy’s
Mexican’ Sage are some
of the reds, while
‘Coral Nymph’ Salvia
packs a pink flowering
punch. Others are ‘Chaparral sage’,’ Hummingbird
sage’ and ‘Silver Sabre’ Sage which has a tricolor leaf
with cream margins and its new growth is a stunning
shade of pink.

Salvias are a bit of excitement for our flower
gardens on a hot summer’s day when all other flowers
seem to have faded. One might say, Hummingbirds
are the only thing that likes this flowering machine
better than the gardeners.

Salvias
by Maragret Dansby

1/3 cup real butter
1/2 cup sugar
2 Tablespoons cornstarch
1 1/2 c water
1/2 tsp cinnamon
4 medium cooking apples
(cored, not peeled, cut in half)
If you do not know which are
cooking apples, make sure you
ask!!

Yield 4 servings with 2 cups of
sauce

In the skillet, use that old iron
one that belonged to your

grandmother, melt the butter
over medium heat.
Add remaining ingredients and
continue to cook over medium
heat (covered)

Occasionally spooning the
sauce over the apples until the apples
are fork tender.
(about 12-15 minutes)
To serve, place 2 apple halves in
individual dessert dishes, spoon 1/2 cup
of sauce over each and top with whipped
cream if you like .. or serve plain .. and
delicious. There may be something
better to eat, but I haven’t tasted it yet!

Buttery Skillet Fried Apples by Gail Chock
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Vegetable gardening in East Texas can be
one of the most
rewarding and
challenging
experiences of
each new spring.

There are several
tips to help the
home gardener

have a successful harvest, such as location
and soil preparation, but just as important
are the varieties you choose.

The early settlers of Texas brought with
them many types of seed and some of these
heirloom varieties are still being grown
today. For Henderson County recommended
heirloom varieties include, Early Jersey
Wakefield Cabbage, Georgia Collards,

National Pickling
Cucumbers, Clemson
Spineless Okra, Anaheim,
California Wonder, Sweet
Banana, and Jalapeño peppers. For a
complete list of recommended varieties that
includes some of these heirlooms, you can
contact our local
county extension
office. It is so easy
to get distracted by
seed catalogs but
what grows well
somewhere else
may not work for our East Texas heat.
Just remember to look for what has been
tested for years by successful gardeners and
your spring garden will bring you great
rewards.

Vegetable Favorites
By Jeanne Brown, (2015 Master Gardener Intern)

Pollination is an important process and without
honey bees it would not happen. We need to help
honey bees or they will soon be gone. There are
many ways to help honey bees from having your
own hive to planting a variety of plants that attract
honey bees. Even if owning honey bees or planting
plants is not your thing we can all reduce or stop
the use of harmful pesticides like round-up and
other chemicals in our yard. We also can support
local beekeepers. Educating the public needs to
become a priority of the beekeeping industry, most
people aren't and need to bee aware of all honey
bees do. Without honey bees to pollinate, life
would be very bland indeed.
1, 2, 3 Flottum, Kim. The Backyard Beekeeper's Honey Handbook: A Guide to
Creating, Harvesting, and Cooking with Natural Honeys. 3rd ed. Beverly, MA:

Quayside Pub. Group, 2014. Print. p.77-78
4, 6, 8, 12. Breyer, Melissa. "What Christmas Dinner without Bees Would Look
like." Tree Hugger. Narrative Content Group, 10 Dec. 2015. Web. 05 Jan. 2016.
5, 7. Sammataro, Diana, Alphonse Avitabile, and Dewey M. Caron. The
Beekeeper's Handbook. 4th ed. Ithaca: Comstock Pub. Associates, Division of
Cornell UP, 2011. Print. p.235
9. "Why Bees Are Important." Sustain. N.p., n.d. Web. 06 Jan. 2016. <http://
www.sustainweb.org/foodfacts/bees_are_important/>.
10. Wright, Julian, B.Sc. M.Phil. PGCE. "Cotton Yields Increased by Bee
Pollination." Pollination by Honeybees in the Philippines. N.p., n.d. Web. 21
Jan. 2016. <http://beephilippines.info/cotton-yields/>.
11. Bohart, George E. "Pollination of Alfalfa and Red Clover." Annual Reviews.
Annual Reviews Inc., Jan. 1957. Web. 15 Jan. 2016. <http://
www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.en.02.010157.002035>.
13. Breyer, Melissa. "US Beekeepers Lost Almost Half Their Honeybees Last
Year." Http://www.treehugger.com. Narrative Content Group, 14 May 2015.
Web. 5 Jan. 2016.

Life Would be Very Bland (con't)
by Peter Cole (2015 Master Gardener Intern)
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The Goji Berry is
undeniably one of my

favorite plants. If you
have not heard of the

name of the Goji Berry, maybe you
have heard it called Wolfberry. Either
way, if you can find a spot for this plant,
you will fall in love with it
too!! The Chinese have
been growing Goji
berries for over 700
years, and in 2013 they
harvested over 50,000
tons.

The Goji Berry plant is a
deciduous Perennial,
that will grow up to 6 ft
wide by 8 feet tall.
However, since the Goji
sends out canes like the
blackberry, and they will root if they lay
on the ground, you could end up with an
endless hedge if you are not careful! One
of the aspects I love about this plant is
that you can take a clipping and stick it
into moist soil and it will root. I can almost
guarantee it!! I have had
wonderful success doing
this and sharing new
plants with lots of friends.

You might be wondering
what the Goji Berry plant
prefers as far as sun, soil
and other requirements.
First, determine a location
that will provide plenty of
room for this plant to
grow - because it will!! I
put mine in a corner of an
herb garden and I have

runners that are easily 8 feet long and
that single plant has almost taken over
this garden area. Needless to say I will be
moving it once it goes dormant. Next,
evaluate your soil, but don’t worry about
the details because the Goji Berry can
grow well and thrive in areas of little to no

water, poorly
drained, or even
nutrient deficient
soil. This is a
perfect plant to
put into a
xeriscape
landscape.

The best part of
the plant is not its
ease to grow, or its
easy propagation,

but the fruit! You
can eat the berries that will arrive after
the small purple flowers are pollinated in
the fall. The berries are good fresh, dried
or even frozen. My friend likes to dry
them and then put them in tea while it
steeps and eats them while drinking his

tea. The leaves of the plant
are also edible and with
four perpetually hungry
kids prowling my place I
love plants that offer a
snack!!

There will be at least 2
dozen of these plants at
the SPring Plant sale, so
make sure you pick one
up! Not only willyou love
it, you will be able to
share it with friends &

family!!

Goji Berry
By Janelle Cole, (2015 Master Gardener Intern)
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What should you be doing NOW in East Texas?

March :
✤ Get cool-season crops into the garden now. Don't wait—soon the weather will be too hot for them. Have

row covers or homemade windbreaks handy to protect plants on chilly nights.

✤ Early this month, sow the last plantings of spinach, turnips, mustard, beets, carrots, and broccoli.

✤ In mid-to late March, plant corn, tomatoes, squash, peppers, and cucumbers. Nourish young plants

with liquid organic fertilizer.

✤ Pull mulch away from perennials, shrubs, and trees to allow the soil to warm around them.

✤ Plant carnations (Dianthus spp.), daisies, marigolds, petunias, and snapdragons.

✤ At the end of the month, fertilize the lawn.

April
Give flowers and vegetables a foliar feeding of liquid seaweed or compost tea; spray the liquid nutrients on
foliage early in the day before it gets too hot.
Plant black-eyed, purple hull and crowder peas, okra, peanuts, sweet potatoes, squash, melons, cucumbers,
and corn—all can withstand the heat that will arrive in less than 2 months.
Keep planting basil—it loves the warm weather.
Plant "bulbs" of caladium, calla, gladiolus, and water lily.
Keep adding kitchen scraps and grass clippings to your compost pile.

March 16, 2016

The program will consist of a Spring
Conference and Plant SaleWorkday; Bee-
Line Promotions to sell MG merchandise
(denim shirts, polo shirts, baseball caps and
aprons); an opportunity to turn in ticket
sale money, sponsors money, silent auction
items and information; and fellowship to
get to knowMGs and interns better.

April 20, 2016

“Gourds in the Garden”---John and Vicki
Hall will share their expertise and
experience with growing gourds. They will
also show what can be done with gourds
and some of their items they have created
with gourds.

Upcoming HCMG Meeting
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This is a Test!
by Bob Erickson

What is the difference between a tree and a shrub?
Aha, gotcha! You think that this is a trick question
because everyone knows the difference especially
when you see one. A tree is a really tall plant with
a single woody trunk; right? And a shrub is a short
bushy thing with multiple trunks. So why am I
asking this question?

The truth is that there isn’t a hard definition of
either. Using the logic above, is a crepe myrtle a
tree or a shrub? How about a Yaupon Holly? And a
Japanese maple or a Dogwood is … a what? All of
these have a woody trunk. But some have multiple
trunks and can’t be considered tall by most
measuring standards. In addition, some grow tall
under some conditions but stay short under
others.

This is one of those debates that has no clear
answer. Various plant specialists have tried to
define the height issue. You can find various
reports that define a tree as taller than 5-8 meters
(taller than 15-25 feet). Others expect a tree to
have a well defined crown. These conditions might
eliminate crepe myrtles and yaupon hollies but
would also eliminate the
Japanese maple, dogwoods,
and others that we refer to as
understory trees. We also
recognize that many
“shrubs” can be trained to be
a single trunk specimen with
a woody trunk like some rose
trees and even rosemary. We
all know that the tall, single
trunk plant we call bamboo
isn’t a tree or a shrub at all; it
is a grass!

This discussion then begs the question, “Why did
trees become so tall compared to other plants?”
Ken Thompson, a plant biologist, wrote an
interesting summary about a database of
herbaceous plants.

“…the world's natural vegetation is divided
quite sharply into two very broad types:
those that are dominated by trees and those
that aren't. In areas where it's too dry, too
cold, too windy, or burns too often for trees,

woody plants don't
have to grow tall to
compete for light, so
they don't. Here all
they have to do is beat
the herbaceous
competition, which is easy – the
same database shows that while herbaceous
(non-woody) plants vary a lot, they average
only around 3ft (1m) in height.

However, in woodland, woody plants have to
compete with each other for light and the
only way to do that is to grow tall. Of course,
that doesn't in itself explain why they have
to be so much taller than shrubs. Put
simply, trees don't "need" to be so tall. If an
average tree is 85ft (26m) tall, then the
canopy of leaves is sitting on top of at least
65ft (20m) of fairly useless wood, but it
would work just as well (and still easily be
tall enough to beat the shrubby

competition) if the trunk
were only, say, 33ft (10m)
tall.” …

“…So trees are forced to
play the dangerous game of
being taller than they
would like – so tall in fact
that the tallest trees are
limited only by the laws of
physics. Shrubs, which
aren't playing the same
game at all, can be much

smaller. The woody plants (treelets?
trubs?) between these two extremes have
the worst of both worlds: they're not tall
enough where being tall is important, and
too tall where it isn't. Which is why there
aren't very many of them.”

That explanation makes perfect sense, but still
doesn’t really answer the question of what is the
difference between trees and shrubs. I guess that
we just need to be thankful for the diversity of
plants all around us.
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Ok, you have examined natives and naturalized plants.
You have read articles and attended lectures featuring
these kinds of plants. You agree that they are
environmentally friendly, easy to care for and beautiful.

Now the problem is: where can you purchase these jewels?

The good news is that the Henderson County Master Gardener
Plant Sale on April 23rd 2016 will have numerous native and naturalized plants for sale.
Even better, these plants have been grown for years (if not decades) in the landscapes of our
Master Gardeners and their friends. The rest of this article is devoted to some of the native plants that
will be offered on April 23rd. Instead of describing all of the attributes of these plants, their Latin names
is given so that you might more confidently investigate them.

Listed, alphabetically by common name, are native plants that should be for sale:

Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardenalis) tall outstanding red flowers that bloom in the
shade

Columbine (Aquilegia Canadensis) great in loamy clay, lovely red
flowers

Giant Coneflower (Rudbecia maxima) tall, yellow statement for summer

Gulf Muhly Grass (Muhlenbergia capillaris) eye grabbing fountain of pink

Indian Pink (Sigelia marilandica) shade blooming red, loved by Ruby Throated hummingbirds.

Penstemon Brazos (Penstemon tenuis) loves full sun but will bloom in part shade, purple flowers

Penstemon Red Husker (Penstemon digitalis) similar to Brazos with white flowers and
maroon leaves

Prairie Phlox (Phlox pilosa) creeping pink flowers in the spring, full sun

Purple Coneflower (Echinacea purpurea) bold, purple, sun loving

Red Honeysukcle (Lonicera sempervirens) red blooms from spring into summer, deep shade to full sun

Rock Rose (Pavonia lasiopetala) drought hardy rose colored blooms throughout the summer, full sun to
part shade

Yellow Bell (Tecoma stans) yellow flowers for summer and full sun

The list above is just some of the natives that will be available; but the HCMG is not solely a native
plant sale. Also offered will be freeze hardy gardenias, Red Hot Poker plants, Walking

Iris, Candy Lilies, Bronze Fennel (a Swallowtail Butterfly larval
plant) and much, much more.

Join us April 23rd 2016 from 9:00am to 2:00pm inside
the Henderson County Senior Citizens Building (3356 State
Hwy 31E, Athens) for the Henderson County Master
Gardeners Annual Plant Sale. Master Gardeners will be there

to share their growing experiences and to help you with yours.

Plant Sale Information
Jean Brewton
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On Saturday, March 5, 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., we invite you to talk to Henderson County
Master Gardeners and get your gardening questions answered. Henderson County
Master Gardeners will be in our information booth at the 11th Keep Athens Beautiful
(KAB) Backyard Farm Home and Garden Event to be held this year at the Henderson
County Regional Fair Park Complex on 3356 State Hwy. 31 East, Athens. Admission is
free and open to the public from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. This annual KAB event is an
exciting and fun event for families.

In addition we will also present a series of free programs throughout the day. These free programs will be
located at the “Store” building at the Fair Park Complex. Program attendees can register for door prizes, ask
gardening questions. The topics and schedule for our KAB programs follows.

Master Gardener Program Schedule (Free and Open to Public):

10:00 a.m. Building a Cheap and Easy Worm Farm
Bill and Marie Hancock, Henderson County Master Gardeners

11:00 a.m. How to Attract Pollinators to Your Garden
Peter Cole, Henderson County Master Gardener 2016 Intern

12:00 p.m. Bees 101
Jacob Cole, Ambassador East Texas Beekeepers Assoc

01:00 p.m. Medicinal Herbs
Shannon Greene, Henderson County Master Gardener

02:00 p.m. Daylily Hybridizing
Doug McKemie, East Texas Daylilies

“Save the Date” for FREE Master Gardeners at upcoming local events:

Saturday, April 2, 2016 - Athens Organic Spring Festival; 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.; 3730 State Highway 31 E,
Athens, Texas 75752

Saturday, May 7, 2016 - Athens Farmer’s Market Season Opening Weekend; 8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.; Old
Market Square, Athens, Texas

Check our website – henderson-co-tx-mg.org - for other free Master Gardener events such as our Summer
Series of programs on a variety of horticulture topics provided by gardening experts.

Want to talk to Henderson County Master Gardeners at your local community fair or festival? Contact VP of
Member and Community Programs, Linda Schafer, cell 210-846-7231 or email your request to
hendersoncmga@gmail.com.

Bees, Worms, Pollinators and Herbs – Oh My!
By Linda Schafer

Henderson County Master Gardeners

2016 Free Community Programs Kick-Off
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Dr. David Creech

Dr. Dave Creech,
Regent's Professor
and Professor
Emeritus, has been
at Stephen F.
Austin State
University,
Nacogdoches, Texas
since September,
1978. Dr. Creech
received his BS in
Horticulture from
Texas A and M
University in 1970,

a MS in Horticulture from Colorado State
University in 1972, and he returned to TAMU
and was awarded the PhD in 1978.

Dr. Creech is semi-retired and currently
directs SFA Gardens, a 68-acre on campus
horticultural resource. SFA Gardens
includes 1) the 10-acre SFA Mast Arboretum,
an on-campus resource that has enjoyed
steady growth, development, utilization and
visitation since its inception in 1985. 2) the 8-
acre "Ruby M. Mize Azalea Garden", which
opened in 2000. This high pine canopy garden
features over a mile of trails, 6000+ azaleas,
over 200 varieties of Japanese maples,
camellias and hydrangeas, plus numerous
other special collections, 3) the 42-acre SFA
Pineywoods Native Plant Center, only the
third garden affiliated with the Lady Bird
Johnson Wildflower Center in Austin, Texas
(co directed with Dr. James C. Kroll), and 4)
the 8-acre Gayla Mize Garden, a new garden
under development since 2011.

2016 HCMG Spring Conference Announcement

“The Natives are Restless”

Hear about what is a native, the Best Southern natives,

how to plant them and how to use them

presented by

Dr. David Creech

Director of SFA Gardens and Piney Wood Native Plant Center

March 31, 2016

First United Methodist Church

Athens, Tx
Tickets are on sale $25, from any

Henderson County Master Gardener.
(Includes dinner, the speaker,a silent auction

& great door prizes!!)
(903)675-6130 for more info

Spring Conference Information
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Save the Dates:


